
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of SW test engineer. If you are looking for an exciting place to work,
please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for SW test engineer

You will ensure that product documentation, testware and work products
used in the testing activities are of the highest quality to ensure traceability,
correctness and compliance with product requirements and specifications,
internal standards and clients' needs
You will maintain and enhance the professional and business relationship with
the client/ internal customers
You will provide professional and technical support to team members and
keeps them informed of assignment/ project status
Design and execute functional, negative, performance, and stress tests
against the Silicon Lab’s embedded wireless, 8b and 32b MCU products
Create embedded test applications and Junit tests to interact together to
exercise software features
Work closely with development team(s) to debug problems found during the
test cycle
Automate tests so they can be run regularly as part of continuous integration
Build, manage, and maintain a distributed test network
Able to work in Agile test environment
You will create and execute manual and automated tests for our NFV
products, working with the largest Telecom carriers in the world

Qualifications for SW test engineer

Ability to explain complex problems and issues in understandable terms to
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Maintains a high degree of competency and familiarity within the industry
with respect to products, services, and standards
Ability to work in teams, responsibility and thoroughness
Knowledge of server-side testing frameworks and how to build stable,
resilient tests that actually test at the appropriate level (unit versus system)
Describe in as much detail as legally feasible their involvement in and
contribution to the projects and products they believe qualify them for the
job


